
We developed an accurate and robust DNN power
simulator for dynamic control optimization of cooling
units. We achieved significant fast optimization of 80
seconds. We also demonstrated 15% power reduction
compared to that of control policy operated in the
actual MW-class system.

Future work

Leveraging Outside Air/IT-power prediction 
technique for longer time constant cooling system. 

Optimization of three control variables (see Fig. 3 )
was demonstrated in simulation. We compared the
total power between this optimization and the
policies of the actual system.

Actual system policies (Fig. 4):

SWT manually increased unless AHU valve opening is below 100%.

Water-side free cooling automatically shifted to on state when the
wet bulb temperature is below 15 degree.

Air-side free cooling manually shifted to on state in winter season.

Optimization algorithm: Full matrix calculation.
Optimization speed of single time step was 80
seconds.

Control-frequency dependency (Fig .7 )

The more the control is frequent, the more the
power reduction was obtained.

15 % power reduction by dynamic control each one
hour compared with the actual operating policies.
(datacenter case, due to outside tem. change)

>18% power reduction in the case of 40-% IT-load
fluctuation (estimated HPC case).

5. Control optimization

6. Conclusion & Future Work
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1. Introduction
Power increases in supercomputers and datacenters are

big problems. 10-MW systems are becoming common
and consume a huge amount of electricity [1]. Cooling
units consume 30% of total energy used.

Difficulties in recent cooling control

Global optimization: Automatic control is still local but
>100 cooling units are related each other.

Frequent control optimization: Recent IT load
fluctuation and free cooling efficiency may change
hourly optimum control variables.

Conventional vs flow-oriented model

Fig. 4. (a) Conventional approach [2]. (b) Flow-Oriented model

Accurate, robust power model and 
fast optimizer are needed.

Fig. 2. A system for this experiment.

Fig. 5. Accuracy comparison of total power
Fig. 6. (a) Server room situation. (b) Weight sharing.
(c) IT load dependency of the total power  

2. Motivation

4. Modeling approach

Weight Sharing

Flow-oriented model does not require time-
consuming retraining for one year.

The flow-oriented model succeeded to learn
the physical dynamics of the cooling units,
where the flow-oriented rules were given by
human knowledge.

Static total IT load 
in actual training 
data (< 5%).

Fig. 1. A conceptual diagram of automated cooling-units-
control system

But, few studies to quantify the effectiveness 
of the frequent dynamic control

Related works

 RL control: Random trial and error are mostly not 
acceptable in an running system. One trial requires 
minutes to an hour due to time constant of the cooling 
units. 

 CFD based simulation: Time-consuming simulation.

Problem in optimization time.

Our proposed dynamic control system (Fig. 1). 

 Monitor input variable factors

 Predict total power by a DNN power model.

• Frequent retraining badly affects following optimization speed

 Optimize the variable factors to achieve minimum total power 
each 30 minutes. 

Fig. 7 Power reduction compared to actual operation 
policies with/without IT-load fluctuation.

Virtual load:
Random
Max: 1.
Min: 0.6
Stdev:0.16
Frequency: 1hour
Relative to actual load

An actual running green system was modeled.

4.7 MW IT load (9 server room).

1.4-MW power of cooling units.

Air/Water free cooling leveraging outside air

312 time-series logs for the power modeling (Jan.
2017 ~ Mar. 2019), temperature, flow, heat
amount, on/off histories were utilized.

3. Experiment System

Fig2. Experimental system

Fig3. Algorithm comparison for 
chiller power regression

Deep neural network (DNN) was adopted as the regress engine (Fig.3).

Two DNN approaches were compared (Fig .4) .

Two key features for accurate and robust modeling:

Flow-oriented model: Improve robustness.

Weight sharing: Acquire IT load dependency from small diversity of dataset.

AHU can learn IT load 
dependency from other 
AHUs’ experiences.
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